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as i pointed out earlier, this bb major scale has a major 3rd that does not fit the context of the
goiáa de ipanema. to solve this problem you can add a minor 3rd. to do this i'll place it on the

a string and play the minor 3rd in the bass. bossa nova is a popularbrazilianandjazzgenre
ofbossa,or samba, guitar music. it isusually played with guitars or other acoustic instruments,

although at times a piano or a harmonium. this style of playing is often likened to jazz, and can
sometimes be compared to bossa music. theinstrumentationfor this comes from latin america,

with a base ofchordsthat are of the samba family, and the melody comesfromjazzand other
international music influences. however, bossa nova is usually viewed as being very distinct
from both jazz and bossa music.inbrazil,the term bossa nova is used to refer to any guitar

music, whether it is played with a samba rhythm or not. bossa nova music is also known as the
samba-jazz fusion sound or the samba-jazz style. most songs in the bossa nova style are in f#

(f sharp), in this case the a major chord. take note that i said most, this is because other f
chords are used. this means that a major is the most used chord in bossa nova. however you
could also play f major, c major or e major if you wish. the e major is a very common chord in
bossa nova music, you will almost always hear it. the g major is also very common in bossa

nova and there are many popular bossa nova songs that are played in g major. this is the top
3 versions of garota de ipanema the world. i played the copious background music when i was
growing up. what a great atmosphere to learn. the music was so accessible; if you could not

play, just listen. a cd of the "hot mambo" album is a wonderful souvenir of my formative years.
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an early bossa nova hit, it was a
beautiful collaboration between

brazilian composer antonio carlos
jobim and antônio carlos jobim, a

play on words (campana means bell
in portuguese and jobim is the

name of the composer). the song, a
total of thirteen minutes long, was

written for the charlie byrd trio,
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who would later record it (and it in
turn became a jazz standard). the

girl from ipanema (garota de
ipanema), composed by antonio
carlos jobim, won a grammy for

record of the year in 1965. powered
by a samba-like syncopation and
exotic jazz harmonies, this song

was worldwide hit and is now
rightly considered a classic of the
bossa nova genre. i was reading

about bossa nova a while ago and i
decided that i had to learn about it,
i felt so passionate about it. i also

started hearing samba tracks online
and really liked them. it was sort of
reawakening the passion to learn

guitar and play. the girl from
ipanema is one of the greatest pop

songs in the world - and that
includes a lot of other wonderful
songs by jobim, vinicius, gilberto,

antonio carlos jobim etc.but nobody
ever betrays the original songs as
well as the improvised gilberto (so
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nice and fast paced) and the later,
deliberate and studied dorival
caymmi. my guitar playing has

changed over the years. now i try
to concentrate more on swing and

other classical touch. i got a lot
from his books from the early 60s. i

learned that charlie christian is
greats already long ago and i did
my first gig at blue note. dorival
caymmi i am still learning. you
forgot one - and that is antonio

carlos jobim. he is a true great that
is the innovator of bossa nova. he

showed the way to the music and it
was him who brought bossa nova to

the world.after all, i am a little
jealous of him. i can not be a music

legend like that. 5ec8ef588b
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